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From “Knowledge Acquisition Bottleneck” to 
Knowledge Firehose



Kairntech?

❖ Software & Service company with a focus on NLP & 
AI for industry use cases

❖ Focus on making powerful ML approaches accessible 
for domain experts (not just programmers and data 
scientists)

❖ Created in dec 2018, HQ in Grenoble, France

❖ 20+ years of experience in the field (Xerox, IBM, 
TEMIS, …) 

❖ We’ve been attending the SDV for many years, it is
a pleasure to be ‘here’ again ☺



Kairntech @ SDV: 2019 vs 2020

2019: 
Introducing ML-powered creation of 
models by simple and fast annotation of 
content by domain experts  

2020: 
Adding broad entity annotation 
with existing vocabularies



Introduction

❖ Finding and extracting concepts and named entities
is an important ingredient in many document 
analysis processes

❖ Today broad public resources exist that can be used
for this purpose

❖ Required: Turning these resources into high quality, 
large scale services

❖ We’ll describe challenges and solutions 



Enriching documents with world knowledge

Requirements:

❖ Broad: 
❖ Many topics: Life Sciences, IT, Business, Legal, General Interest, …

❖ Multilingual

❖ Up-to-date

❖ Accurate
❖ Entity extraction more than just matching a string
❖ Scoring: Assign confidence value
❖ Typing: Distinguish places, persons, substances, body parts, diseases, …
❖ Disambiguating: Select the appropriate meaning among several choices
❖ Linking: Connect entities with background information 

❖ High-throughput



Our choice: Wikidata

❖ Community effort : wikidata.org

❖ Designed as a foundation for other projects, 
among them Wikipedia

❖ ~90mio concepts (and growing)

❖ Wikidata is a superset of many domain-specific
vocabularies: 
❖ MeSH, Geonames, DrugBank, …

❖ … and contains identifiers/links to these

❖ CC License

❖ Why Wikidata? (There are other large public 
vocabularies: DBPedia, Freebase, Yago, OpenCyc)



Wikidata

❖ Wikidata is ‘FAIR’
❖ FAIR data: ‘Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable’
❖ Cf. Waagmester et al. 2019: ‘Wikidata as a FAIR knowledge graph for the life 

sciences’, doi: https://doi.org/10.1101/799684

❖ Wikidata compares favorably on a range of >30 criteria against other public
knowledge graphs:
❖ Cf. Färber et al. 2017: „Linked data quality of DBpedia, Freebase, OpenCyc, 

Wikidata, and YAGO “, doi: https://doi.org/10.3233/SW-170275

❖ Open source software package (Working Entity Recognition software) exists
(https://github.com/kermitt2/entity-fishing), incidentally written by Kairntech‘s
Chief ML Expert Patrice Lopez

https://doi.org/10.1101/799684
https://doi.org/10.3233/SW-170275
https://github.com/kermitt2/entity-fishing


Wikidata … some details

❖ Wikidata available as data dumps
❖ English alone: ~13,5 GB compressed

❖ Updated dumps are published regularly (often even weekly). 

❖ 90mio entities and (2019) 750mio statements
❖ By default Kairntech considers EN, DE, FR, SP, IT: ~37mio entitites

❖ Transformation of the dumps into the content of our service at Kairntech: 
~ 2 days of compilation

❖ Wikidata entities can be annotated with hundreds of specific properties. 
E.g. property P351 links a gene with its identifier in Entrez Gene



Wikidata … sample life science use case

❖ Example taken from
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/79968
4v1.full.pdf

“consider a pulmonologist interested in identifying 

candidate chemical compounds for testing in 

disease models. […] She may start by identifying 

genes with a genetic association to any respiratory 

disease, with a particular interest in genes that 

encode membrane-bound proteins. She may then 

look for chemical compounds that either directly 

inhibit those proteins, or finding none, compounds that 

inhibit another protein in the same pathway. Finally 

she may specifically filter for proteins containing a 

serine-threonine kinase domain”

SELECT DISTINCT ?compound ?compoundLabel
where
{

# gene has genetic association with a respiratory disease
?gene wdt:P31    wd:Q7187 .
?gene wdt:P2293  ?diseaseGA.
?diseaseGA wdt:P279*  wd:Q3286546 .

# gene product is localized to the membrane
?gene wdt:P688             ?protein .
?protein wdt:P681             ?cc .
?cc       wdt:P279*|wdt:P361*  wd:Q14349455 .

# gene is involved in a pathway with another gene ("gene2")
?pathway wdt:P31   wd:Q4915012 ;

wdt:P527  ?gene ;
wdt:P527  ?gene2 .

?gene2    wdt:P31   wd:Q7187 . 

# gene2 product has a Ser/Thrprotein kinase domain AND known enzyme inhibitor
?gene2     wdt:P688  ?protein2 .
?protein2  wdt:P129  ?compound ;

wdt:P527  wd:Q24787419 ;
p:P129    ?s2 .

?s2        ps:P129   ?cp2 .
?compound  wdt:P31   wd:Q11173 .

FILTER EXISTS {?s2 pq:P366 wd:Q427492 .}

SERVICE wikibase:label { bd:serviceParam wikibase:language"en". }
}

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/799684v1.full.pdf


Wikidata … sample life science use case

❖ Running the query on https://query.wikidata.org/



Wikidata @ Kairntech 

Three scenarios: 

1. Annotate content with entities and concepts from a wide variety of 
types 

2. Let annotation with Wikidata create suggestions to be reviewed 
and refined by the users
❖ Example: Annotate documents on clinical trials with “Diseases”. 
❖ User loops through matches and specifies each one according 

to whether it is a “Adverse Event” or not. 

3. Let Wikidata annotation enrich the input for ML algorithms. 



1. Wikidata annotation

Scenario:
❖ Using the annotation service (REST Api) to enrich document content 
❖ Information is typed, scored, disambiguated and linked

{

"start" : 236,
"end" : 251,
"labelName" : "misc",
"score" : 1.0,
"properties" : {

"wikidataId" : "Q6271957",
"preferredTerm" : "Jonah crab",
"wikipediaExternalRef" : 6098993

},
"text" : "Cancer borealis",
"label" : "Wikidata Concept"

}

REST API Annotation Result DB record
(with links into Freebase, NCBI, 
SealifeBase and many others)   



1. Wikidata annotation 

❖ Practically every non trivial thesaurus 
is massively ambiguous: Labels may 
have different meanings

❖ When to pick which meaning? 

❖ Example “NHL” 

❖ Disambiguation depending on 
context: “NHL”: the “Non-Hodgkin-
Lymphoma” or the “National Hockey 
League”? 

❖ Entity Extraction inside Kairntech 
disambiguates these and many many
others, based on automatically 
learned context information (no 
manual maintenance required) 

❖ Linking: Connect the occurrence of 
the extracted terms with background 
information from Wikidata or client-
specific knowledge



1. Wikidata annotation (more examples)  



What do Kairntech clients say? 

Olivier Deguernel (Sealk.co) 

“Our processes require the 
enrichment of document content 
with a wide range of named-
entities. We have analysed the 
available APIs on the market and 
have decided to integrate the 
Kairntech Named-Entity Extraction 
API into out offering. The clear 
API, the superior quality and 
the wealth of information
returned by the API made it a 
valuable completion of our 
processes.”



2. Wikidata supporting the manual annotation

Scenario:
❖ Train a model to distinguish in clinical

trials « Adverse Events » from the 
disease that is the subject of the trial

❖ Requires to annotate a training corpus 

❖ Normally that means manually
scanning the documents, finding
occurences of a disease and assign it 
to this or that type

❖ … can be lengthy … 

❖ Instead: Let the Wikidata annotator
suggest all occuring diseases. User 
only needs to review these. 

❖ Available for thousands of entity
types: Diseases, Substances, Car 
Models, Amino Acids, … 



3. Wikidata information enriching DL training?

Current best practice: 
❖ Input to Learning as sequence of token vectors. 

❖ Vectors fed into Embedding layer, that expresses contextual semantic information drawn from
massive amounts of text data (options in the software are currently BERT and ElMO)

❖ Embeddings are able to express impressive amounts of semantic information:
❖ Example: Most similar tokens to « cytosine »: Thymine, Uracil, Adenine, Cytidine, Nucleotides, 

Pyrimidine, … 

❖ Evidence from the literature suggests that adding explicit semantic information from large 
taxonomies may not necessarily improve on the state of the art for embedding-powered Entity
Recognition
❖ Raiman&Raiman 2018: « DeepType: Multilingual Entity Linking by Neural Type System 

Evolution », AAAI 2018, https://arxiv.org/pdf/1802.01021.pdf

❖ Investigation in our team under way. Maybe further evidence for the massive benefits of large 
pretrained language models such as BERT compared to explicit knowledge. 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1802.01021.pdf


Summary

At Kairntech we combine in an intuitive environment the possibility to 
❖ Learn powerful models processing your own specific analysis demands
❖ With the analysis according to vast existing knowledge on just about any domain



Conclusion

Document analysis tasks benefit from World Knowledge 

Thank you!
info@kairntech.com
www.kairntech.com

1

3 Annotation with Wikidata knowledge is an integrated part 
of Kairntech software, available of-the-shelf  

4 We are looking forward to hearing about your analysis 
requirements

Wikidata is a powerful resource for World Knowledge 2

http://www.kairntech.com/

